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ABSTRACT

Article History:

Women are essentially the process of upliftment of economic, social and
political status of women, the traditionally underprivileged ones, in the society. It
includes the working up of a general public wherein in women can inhale without
the dread of abuse, misuse, worry, separation and the general sentiment of
mistreatment which runs with being a women in a customarily male commanded
structure. One major therapy prescribed by woman advocates is empowering
women through legislation for ensuring participation in political decision making.
Such an approach gives the wa protected stage to face men, to raise their voice
on issues concerning ladies mistreatment, enslavement and related issues and
hence in actuality, furnishing them with a personality in a customary male
overwhelmed socio-political set up, notwithstanding giving a genuinely necessary
discussion to look for redressal of issues specifically influencing them: the
genuine substance of strengthening.
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1. Introduction
The Women and Panchayat in India authored by Nirmal Buch 2016 From oppression to assertion dealt with
the impact of women in panchayat after the constitutional amendment. It also dealt with the exposes the myth of
women disinterest in politics. And also the need of awareness, motivation , perception and participation of women
.The book Women in gram panchayat: emerging leaders in grass root politics authored by Sunkari Satyam 2014
dealt with the Panchayati Raj at grass root political point of view. For the welfare of marginalised society and women
especially . Impact of women leadership in panchayati Raj. Representative in democracy.
The book Gender governance and Empowerment in India authored by Sreevidya kalaramadam International
Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics Special Issue dealt with the Indian state and its policy of legislated entry of
women. Political participation of women is necessary to change political practices. Structural boundaries, socio
cultural divisions and conjectural limitation imposed on participation of women .The book dealt Panchayati Raj and
Women Empowerment authored by Nupur Tiwari 2016 , dealt with the local government that is three tier system .
The reservation for SC & ST . Women’s increased political participation has yield positive result . Development of
health , nutrition, family income , education. The book Women , panchayat and Natural resources Management
authored by Seema Mallik 2011 , dealt with the feminist environmental approach and capability approach.
2. Research question

➢

Whether the reservation for women in panchayat has helped them in empowering themselves in Tamilnadu?

3. Objective

➢
➢

To examine the participation of women in panchayat in Tamilnadu
To analyse the empowerment of women through panchayat reservation in Tamilnadu

4. Hypothesis:-

4.1 Null hypothesis
➢

Women empowerment has not occurred significant change due to reservation in Tamilnadu.

4.2 Alternate hypothesis
➢

Women empowerment has occurred significant change due to reservation in Tamilnadu .
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5. Material method

The methodology used in this study is Doctrinal . It is based on the information and data collected from
secondary source . They include publication research , surveys , Journals, historical information of both past and
present. When a research is concerned with some legal problem, issue or question, it is referred to as doctrinal,
theoretical or pure legal research. Doctrinal research is a theoretical study where mostly secondary source of data
are used to seek to answer one or two legal propositions or questions or doctrines. Its scope is very narrow and there
is no such need of field work.
6. History of Local Self-Government

Panchayati Raj was not another idea to India. Indian towns had Panchayats (council of five people) from
exceptionally antiquated time, which were having both official and legal powers and used to deal with different issues
( land distribution, tax collection etc.)or debate emerging in the town area.Gandhiji likewise held the sentiment of
strengthening of Panchayats for the advancement of provincial regions.(Bharadwaj 2012) In this way, perceiving their
significance our Constitution creators incorporated an arrangement for Panchayats to some extent IV of our
constitution (mandate standards of state policy). Art. 40 presents the obligation upon State to find a way to arrange
Village Panchayats and enrich them with such powers and expert as might be important to empower them to work as
units of self-government. Yet, it doesn't give rules for sorting out town panchayats.3Thus, its formal association and
structure was right off the bat prescribed by Balwant Rai committee,1957 (Committee to analyse the Community
Development Programme,1952).(Bharadwaj 2012; Indian National Congress.
Village Panchayat Committee 1954)The Committee, in its report in November 1957, suggested the
foundation of the plan of 'vote based decentralisation , which eventually came to be known as Panchayati Raj. It
prescribed for a three level framework at town, square and area level and it additionally suggested for coordinate
race of town level panchayat. Rajasthan was the primary state to build up Panchayati Raj at it began from Nagaur
region on October 2, 1959.After this, Ashok Mehta Committee on Panchayati Raj was selected in December 1977
and in August 1978 presented its report with different proposals to resuscitate and reinforce the declining Panchayati
Raj framework in the country.Its significant suggestion were two level arrangement of panchayat, consistent social
review, portrayal of political gatherings at all level of panchayat decisions, arrangements for general race, reservation
to SCs/STs in panchayats and a clergyman for panchayati raj in state board of priests. Further, G V K Rao
Committee designated in 1985 again prescribed a few measures to reinforce Panchayati Raj institutions.LM Singhvi
Committee selected in 1986 first time prescribed for the established status of Panchayati Raj organizations and it
additionally proposed for protected arrangements to guarantee standard, free and reasonable decisions to the
Panchayati Raj Bodies.In reaction to the suggestions of LM Singhvi board, a bill was presented in the Lok Sabha by
Rajiv Gandhi's administration in July 1989 to constitutionalised Panchayati Raj Institutions, however the bill was not
passed in Rajya Sabha.(India. Committee on Panchayati Raj Elections 1965)The V P Singh government likewise
brought a bill, yet fall of the legislature brought about slip by of the bill. After this P V Narasimha Rao's administration
presented a bill for this reason in Lok Sabha in September, 1991 and the bill at long last rose as the 73rd
Constitutional Amendment Act, 1992 and came into constrain on 24th April, 1993.
7. Women in Panchayath

Political framework and basic leadership process in observed unmistakably in the progressions joined in the
Panchayati Raj Institution. The goal of acquiring change the financial state of women could be fruitful just by taking
reasonable activities and measures for enabling them. Strengthening of women won't be conceivable unless they are
given legitimate portrayal in the political framework.(Baig & Ramegowda Gowda 2012) This target ought to be
accomplished at wanted level through making the arrangement of connecting and partner most extreme number of
women in political issues even at the least level of political action. In as of late presented Panchayati Raj Institution,
the strategy for reservation for women has accordingly, been thought as an imperative way to deal with augment their
support in the nearby level. 5Political framework and basic leadership process in the exercises of country
region.(Prakalpa & Mishra 2014;
Agarwal 2015) Under the 73rd correction of constitution of Panchayati Raj Institution, 33% of the aggregate
seats for planned station, in reverse class, booked clans and general position women individuals in gram Pradhan of
town Panchayat, Block Panchayat, District Panchayat are saved for women competitor. Reasonably, giving portrayal
to women in Panchayati Raj Institution could be acknowledged as an essential arranging approach in regards to
limiting the customary felling of individuals about the status of women in our general public, especially as far as
holding women under the enslavement of men, forcing confinements by the family units and society against them in
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the availment of specific openings and a few other social, social and conventional restricting disfavouring them for
enhancing individual way of life and status in existing social and financial setting.(Prakalpa & Mishra 2014) Therefore
this recently presented approach would improve the potential outcomes of expanding equities during the time spent
financial advancement, interest in various exercises in shared understandings, status and part to pay in the
household and the exercises performed outside families and diverse basic leadership procedures of the family
among people. This would likewise build up the comprehension of women.
8. Empowering of Women through Panchayat

Thinking about the inclusion and control of women in various exercises, recorded encounters with respect to
their interest in different territorial developments related to various level and example of mindfulness about the
provincial advancement and keeping up customary esteem framework and having moderately better instructive
fulfilment it is normal that the presentation of Panchayati Raj(Seenivasan & Seenivasan 2013) Institution and
reservation arrangement for women in the Panchayat could be an essential instrumental measure of accomplishing
change in the financial status and fortifying the strengthening of women in meerut
division. 6In any case, the intention of strategy presentation a strengthening women would for the most part rely on
its executing procedure, financial and political foundation and attributes of chose women agents in the town
Panchayats. Factors, for example, the disposition and goal of chose women towards the start of different
improvement projects and limit in endeavouring endeavours in connecting distinctive sections of town populace with
the presented programs additionally matter particularly in enhancing the status of women delegates in the social
condition of the town Panchayats. As an outcome this procedure would prompt increment and quality strengthening
of women. Strengthening is a multidimensional social process that enables individuals to pick up control over their
own lives.(Mangayarkarasu & Mangayarkarasu 2011) It is a procedure that cultivates control (that is the ability to
actualise) in individuals for use in their own particular lives, their own groups and in their own general public, by
following up on issues that they portray as imperative. Most importantly, strengthening is a consequence of
cooperation in basic leadership.7
9. Tamilnadu Status of Reservation for Women

Municipal corporations, municipalities, town panchayats, village panchayats, panchayat union councils and
District Panchayats in the state would now earmark 50 per cent of seats and offices for women(Mangayarkarasu
2011).Tamil Nadu government's turn to build the quantity comes when the Center is genuinely taking a shot at
expanding the reservation of women to 50 for each penny in all levels of neighbourhood bodies from the present 33
for every penny. 8"The administration has thought of it as important to build the level of booking for women from 33%
of the aggregate number of seats and workplaces to one-half, in order to elevate women strengthening and to
encourage the investment of women in urban and country improvement,"the announcement of items and reasons of
the alteration bills said. Tamil Nadu Municipal Laws (Amendment) Bill, 2016 and Tamil Nadu Panchayats
(Amendment) Bill, 2016 were presented by
Minister for Municipal Administration, S P Velumani and received consistently by the House.Through the Bills, a large
number of metropolitan laws and the Tamil Nadu Panchayats Act, 1994 were reasonably altered to build the booking
for women to 50 for every penny. Now the present present status of women on reservation is 50% is being fixed in
Panchayati Raj institution . (Seenivasan & Seenivasan 2013; Mishra & Singh 1993; Krishna 2010)
10. Conclusion

The emerging trends reveal certain significant development in the sphere of women empowerment in Tamil
Nadu. With the help of state initiatives and the NGOs the empowerment process assumes positive achievement. The
following points are obvious in the process of women empowerment in Tamil Nadu. Both tradition and modernity
historically played a significant role in deciding the status of women in Tamil Nadu. Global and national policy
decisions have had corresponding impact on the policy decisions of the state government. Tamil Nadu has its own
social, economic, and political conditions apart from global and national trends for making policy decisions in
empowering women. Non-governmental organisations have played a major role in implementing the policies in
relation to women’s empowerment.
Empowerment of women is a level playing of various factors such as individual efforts, social attitude. State’s
initiative and the work of non-governmental organisations . It has to be considered that the inclusion of well qualified
women in village Panchayat at the initial state of the interlocution of Panchayati Raj Institution in rural areas would be
an important instrumental measure in planning for improving social status and empowering women. This group of
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women, if provided representation at village Panchayat level can strongly rise in the issues related to the betterment
of women, can play dominant role in decision making process and make suitable recommendation for improving the
status of women in the meeting. Its creates opportunities for women to exercise more control over design and
provisions of services and the management of resources it may benefit. Good number of women competing with men
in local politics, forwarding gender related agendas is looked as a way towards gender equity.
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